Deville vs seville

Bought our DTS in with only miles. Certified Used. We love this car, big, comfortable, and good
gas mileage for a tank of this size around 26 on the highway and 19 in the city DTS has the
tighter suspension and is very agile and doesn't feel like my grandmothers "floating" DeVille. Im
a tall guy at 6ft1in and it gives me plenty of room while doing the same for the rear seat
passengers. Has every option and gadget and I love it. Our next Car will be a DTS! This is our
first Cadillac. We purchased it as a certified pre-owned car at a reasonable price. The warranty
and the car have more than exceeded our expectations. Hello All, I hope you find this review
helpful, if not too long! I bought this car after my previous car, a Chrysler , was totalled in a
highway pileup too many bad drivers out there. It was a one-owner, owned by an older
gentleman who only took it for service to the dealer he bought it from in '05, a HUGE plus and
reassurance. I had been craving a V8-powered American sedan for years, and this one won me
over. It may be the finest example of a car of my craving for the price. First, a few impressions
on the engine, transmission and ride. The engine is the famed Northstar V8, which in this base
trim level provides horsepower and ! The engine is an absolute gem, it has fantastic power,
sounds awesome, and gets very good fuel economy for a V8 I get It is famed for these good
traits, but also for some bad ones too, unfortunately. All Northstars are known to be oil burners;
mine has yet to need a top-off in about a month of ownership , but I know most need to be
watched with the eye of a hawk, as they can burn oil very fast. The problem is not the gasket
itself, but the head bolts, which often pull out of the aluminum block, lifting the gaskets and
causing overheating. Your best bet is a or newer Northstar, as these head bolts were not only
lengthened, but also had a coarser thread that virtually fixed the issue. It is well worth it, what
an engine. Make sure you flush your coolant at least once a year, to help keep the engine
running cool and increase life. The transmission is a 4-speed, which is adequate. Its pretty
reliable as long as you treat it well. The car could be infinitely better with a 5- or 6-speed for fuel
economy and performance , but the 4-speed is good enough for a car like this. It is far and away
the best part of the experience. You simply waft down the road. It's incredible. Stepping inside
the cab, your comfort experience is further increased with incredibly comfortable leather seats,
wood-grain trim, and solid, durable construction that pleases the eye as well as the hand. My
Deville is the base model, but strangely, it came loaded with basically every option minus Night
Vision, fog lights and stability control. It has heated and cooled power memory seats front and
back are heated, only front seats cooled , sunroof, OnStar, Sirius XM, heated steering wheel,
dual-zone automatic climate control, auto headlights, CD, the works. The seats are supremely
comfortable, and the heated seat function is terrific 3 levels of heat. The car comes with 4 power
outlets, 2 front, 2 back. There is a vast amount of room as well, tons of space for 5 adults. The
radio, cruise control and Driver Information Center controls are intuitive, with many controls on
the steering wheel. The fit and finish is excellent. There are a few minor complaints, however.
The climate controls are a annoying - the buttons are not intuitive at all. I may be old-school, but
dials work so well for fan speed and zone - why switch to an up-down button for both to
navigate? Why do this GM?? Second, the battery is NOT in the engine bay, nor in the trunk - its
under the rear seat. Yes, that's right! Definitely not a hazard! Typical of 's GM. I sure hope there
is no leak of any sort - talk about heated seats! The only other thing I can think of is the lack of
stability control as standard. I believe every Cadillac should have it standard. All in all, this is a
fantastic buy for the price - you simply won't get more for less. It's been problem-free so far. If
you dream of Uncle Sam, 8 cylinders, La-Z-Boys and room for all your friends, you can't go
wrong here! What a car! Watch if you're buying with cooled seats, they are very firm, and the
leather trim is quite low quality. Bought out of an estate sale with only 24k on it. Virtually new 4
year old car. It's every thing a Caddy should be. Heavy, big, roomy, plush, and you can get 4
bodies in the trunk. It gives you that aaahhhh feeling at 80 floating down the interstate. So sad
the big Caddys are going away for BMW size posers. I imagine they are fine cars but the
American dream sled will be another thing we Americans did really well and quit. Got caught in
a Colorado blizzard and the heavy sitting over the front wheel drive made her move like an
Abrahms tank through the snow. If you can find a clean one, buy it! Popular searches. My
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General Cadillac Forums. This is my first post. I was unable to find an existing discussion that
fit my question, so I will ask it in this new topic. I own both a Deville and a DTS. The engines
should be about the same, though the DTS is reported to be horsepower vs. Can anyone help
me by explaining what they did different to the DTS engine or drive system that might explain
why the DTS has hp vs Deville and why the gas mileage differential between them would be so
great about 3 mpg average differential. In this regard the DTS disappoints. I thought that if
someone could explain what GM did differently that perhaps I could mod my DTS so it
performed as well as the Deville. Any help is appreciated. I love both cars, but would like to get
better performance from the DTS. It also has a 3. The difference in fuel mileage is often
non-trivial as you are experiencing. This is mostly due to the differences in the final drive ratios.
The difference in power between the two engines is effected by the lift and duration of the intake
camshafts. That's it. Otherwise, the two engines are identical. The difference in
seat-of-the-pants performance can probably best be described by using the torque curves of the
two engines. See this graph for an explanation. Up through about rpm, your DeVille is actually
producing more power and more torque than does your DTS, even though the DTS is rated with
"more" horsepower. People have often said before that the LD8 engines feel "punchier", or have
more throttle response, than the L37 engines. Technically, it should be the faster car, because
in a drag race, you are using the engine all the way to redline, where the L37 has the advantage.
The L37 also has the shorter final drive, getting the engine into its powerband quicker. But the
performance doesn't "feel" as strong, and the technical advantage it has is measured in the
tenths of seconds, so we're not talking about Corvette vs. Cavalier here. Better fuel economy is
just icing on the top. Marketing had a lot to do with the hp version actually back then. The 3. If
you put the L37 engine into an LD8 car, with the taller 3. It needs that short gearing to get up
and go. There is not much I can add to Jason's excellent explanation except that there is
nothing you can do to change the DTS's characteristics. However, such is not so. Performance
wise I've always felt the HP versions were better, especially taking off. At the higher RPM's it
seemed to me that the versions started running out of steam while the HP versions were still
pulling hard. Regarding the running out of pep, your are right, the closer you get to redline the
more it looses but the Keeps going. My deville has the HP and it will run right up to the mph
Limiter in 3rd no problem, its after that magic number and the end of second that it will pull
away as it wont have to shift until later and shifting higher up lets it drop right onto its peak
torque curve. Dodge Neons will walk away from the SLS. I got tired of that. I'm not talking about
handling, as we all know about Magnaride All versions, with VVT, pose a delema The Lucerne
can be had in version with Magnaride too I believe! And 2 behind a Japanese car to boot That's
BMW's version of variable lift and duration valve timing. Bit of a gas hog, though. The early to
mid '90's Base Eldorados and Seville SLS had a digital dash with column shift as standard
equipment, but there was a sports appearance package where you can get a floor shift with full
console and analog instrumentation. I wonder why Cadillac didn't follow this same precendent
with the Devilles. My father has a '97 Base Deville and he would have preferred the Analog
instrumentation with the floor shift, but it's not even available on the Base Deville and the
D'Elegance. Only the Deville Concours came with the analog dash and floor shift and it's
standard. Also, I like the leather seats on the Concours vs the Base Deville. The leather on the
Concours is perforated and a much softer leather than the Base Deville. Again, these type of
things should at least be optional on the Base Models. I really like the Buick Lucerne. It has the
hp version of the Northstar, but I believe it comes with the 3. It runs in 6. I sat in one the other
day and it's just SO nice inside. I love the exterior styling; I like it better than the new DTS. I also
love the classy portholes in the front fenders. That Buick is a steal of a car in my opinion,
especially when had with the Northstar V The CXS gets better standard features, and a sport
suspension. Follow me on: Twitter Instagram Youtube. I actually don't like the floor shifter for
deville anyway. I find I have much more hip room and the ability "to have my baby next to me"
with out. As Teeneager with one of the only cars left that seats My DHS has the
electroluminecent anolog dash. Bruce, thanks for the correction. I thought the Buick did also.
My mistake. Ignoring the floor shifter, that's what I really love about my SLS. It's not often these
days where you can get a really great powertrain withOUT a "sporty" stiff ride. These Cadillacs

are total class -- and they go fast to boot! Was that a 4 wheel drive version? I could have had an
excellent deal on one of them, but the 20mpg highway rating scared me away. Does anybody
know if THAT is so? I think its rated for 22 by the EPA with the V8 on the highway, Think it has
to do with areodynamics or just simply shear weight maybe Its a "performance utility" they say
and we don't know if the EPA number is based on regular or premium fuel althought the RWD
northstar does indeed have a slight bump in compression over the FWD versions compression
reduction. Thanks guys. As it is, I'm going to run the '99 'till the wheels fall off You'll be qualified
to make that statement in another hundred thousand miles or so. Until then, keep on enjoying
the ride! Most do, but not the SUV's, they will always be gas guzzlers no matter what engine
non-hybrid is in it. In that sense its a "fuel effecient" SUV if there was such a thing. The STS is
the performance "mid-size" sedan, sporting the RWD Northstar and a nice rating of 27 highway
and 17 city so I'd imagine you'd get the 15 city and 25ish mpg that you currently get. It'll also get
you to 60mph faster than the 99, in about 5. The DTS is on the same platform as your 99 and
remains in the front wheel drive configuration. Its also a very big car and on the road makes it
presance known, that front grill remind me of the big o' caddy days. You can post now and
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histories are an irresistible subject to tackle in fiction. Now what if we attempt to present an
alternate history that deals only with cars, not weighty world events like World War II and the
Kennedy assassination? Cadillac also offered short-wheelbase Park Avenue models for the
model years, but they were sales disasters for the brand. People wanted a smaller Cadillac, and
some of the decision makers at GM were beginning to think they were right. The result was a car
that took cues from Mercedes and Rolls-Royce while unmistakably remaining a Cadillac. To
better compete with Mercedes, the Seville was available with front disc brakes and the
Oldsmobile Diesel from on. But GM took the wrong lessons away from the Seville. Chrysler
joined the fray with a New Yorker Fifth Avenue. Plus the Seville failed to reach younger buyers.
In fact, according to market studies, its short wheelbase appealed mainly to older women and
retirees who liked how easy it was to park. It shared its new front-wheel drive architecture with
the Cadillac Eldorado, Buick Riviera, and Oldsmobile Toronado, and during its five-year
production run, it never cracked 40, in annual sales. Over its five-year run, its production topped
over 30, cars only once. The Seville showed some signs of hope for Cadillac. It was given a
redesign in , and sales continued to drop as the base price increased. It was replaced by the
STS in pictured above , as Cadillac began its long, arduous climb back to relevance. At a time
when imported cars and short wheelbases were considered a threat to the American social
fabric, the Seville stood out. Cars like the Mercedes S-Class and BMW 3-Series both showed
albeit in different ways that practical sedans could offer things like acceleration, handling,
braking, and durability without compromise. The Big Three would continue to dominate the
market for years to come, but from the entry-level to the premium segment, by the time the
second-generation Seville came along, the writing was on the wall. Like classics? Home Autos.
Source: General Motors Alternative histories are an irresistible subject to tackle in fiction.

Source: Cadillac The Seville showed some signs of hope for Cadillac. The Cadillac model lineup
has included a variety of different cars for different needs, but one thing all of them have in
common: American luxury. The Seville and Deville have been some of the brand's long-term
standard bearers. Cadillac's most popular model for many years, the Deville is the standard
luxury sedan with the brand's most mainstream features. Used in rental car and livery fleets, the
Deville ferries executives all over the world. Even presidents use Cadillac Devilles, which are
outfitted with special features by independent manufacturers for use as First Cars. Considered
Cadillac's showpiece car, the Seville, oftentimes includes Cadillac's newest technology and
most powerful engines. Always a four-door sedan, as opposed to its sibling, the two-door
Eldorado. In the mids, the Seville underwent a significant downsizing to cope with the demand
for more fuel-efficient cars. As the Cadillac brand reinvented itself with angular shapes, modern
technology and a hip, new advertising campaign, it shed the full names of its model line-up,
opting instead for acronyms. The first was the CTS, which replaced the ill-fated Catera. With
Ford's Lincoln division openly talking about nixing its executive-hauling Town Car, Cadillac has
doubled down on its executive sedan, the Deville, now known as the DTS. It recently updated
the body of the flagship, front-wheel drive sedan, adding the angular to
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uches and European finishes the brand's other models have become known for. The Seville,
now known as the STS, is now a rear-wheel drive car, and is offered in Cadillac's vaunted
"V-series" line-up, with extremely powerful engines, wider-set tires and a suspension and
engine tuned for hot-rodding. Miles Davis is a New York-based writer and editor. He lives in
Manhattan. He has been a writer and editor for more than 15 years. Among his interests are
newspapers, public radio, travel, urban planning, books, movies and music. A love for travel
sparked at a young age means he doesn't like to stay in one place too long. Souped-Up Seville
Considered Cadillac's showpiece car, the Seville, oftentimes includes Cadillac's newest
technology and most powerful engines. DTS, STS: The New Breed As the Cadillac brand
reinvented itself with angular shapes, modern technology and a hip, new advertising campaign,
it shed the full names of its model line-up, opting instead for acronyms. References Edumunds.

